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Left: “Key to Lund’s University” entry for the studentinfo logo competition in 
2012. The key symbolizes the organization’s role as the first point of entry to 
the university. 

Middle:  2012  logo for  Finnish social care and rehabilitation provider Osu-
uskunta Toivo’s new “laku” initiative.  

Right: Two entries for the logo competition of Melbourne International AIDS 
Conference. In both entries the international AIDS ribbon is present while the 
southern cross constellation signifies the host country. 
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A brochure ordered by Osuuskunta Toivo, a finnish social care 
and rehabilitation provider. LAKU is an abbreviation for their 
new children’s rehabilitation initiative but also means liqourice in 
finnish. The wordplay inspired the playful look of the brochure. 

A poster for OurCity, a participatory planning initiative that com-
menced as a part of the world design capital year in Helsinki. It shows 
feedback received by the alternative master plan of Meri-Rastila. 
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Interpretive concept model of the movie “men 
without women” emphasizing the movie’s strong 
symbolism of life and death.

Scenographic model of Edward Gorey’s ‘West Wing’. In this interpretation an in-
visible family of “little people” is responsible for many of the oddities in Gorey’s 
drawings. 

Mixed artwork

http://https://www.google.fi/search%3Fhl%3Dsv%26q%3Dfrancis%2Bbacon%2Bred%2Bpope%26bav%3Don.2%2Cor.r_gc.r_pw.r_cp.r_qf.%26bvm%3Dbv.1357316858%2Cd.bGE%26biw%3D772%26bih%3D417%26um%3D1%26ie%3DUTF-8%26tbm%3Disch%26source%3Dog%26sa%3DN%26tab%3Dwi%26ei%3D5njtUImJOOTy4QSV1oHIDA%23um%3D1%26hl%3Dsv%26tbo%3Dd%26tbm%3Disch%26sa%3D1%26q%3Dedward%2Bgorey%2Bwest%2Bwing%26oq%3Dedward%2Bgorey%2Bwest%2Bwing%26gs_l%3Dimg.3...3749.5622.2.5717.10.10.0.0.0.0.124.901.9j1.10.0...0.0...1c.1.NUjRT673iJY%26bav%3Don.2%2Cor.r_gc.r_pw.r_cp.r_qf.%26bvm%3Dbv.1357316858%2Cd.bGE%26fp%3D5f646af6f14e4d21%26biw%3D772%26bih%3D393


The expedition of Burke, Wills and King through the deserts of central Australia had 
only one survivor. The horrific journey began and ended in Melbourne, where a land-
mark was to be built to commemorate the tremendous efforts of the travelers. Here, a 
pathway in Princes park is transformed into an experiental journey that stimulates the 
senses. The transformation of energy into entropy was chosen as a central concept to 
symbolize the excruciating journey of the travelers towards their own demise. Like 
trails of smoke, sculpted arcs weave their way towards the graveyard in the eastern 
end of the pathway. The arcs strengthen the existing forms that the fig trees create 
over the pathway while heating and lighting the area during at  nighttime. The differ-
ent sensations produced by the lighting, heating and the ground texture change when 
moving along the pathway, simulating the irreversible process of energy dissipation.  
 
The project was made as a final assignment for the course “Designing Environ-
ments” in Melbourne University, Australia.  It was completed in the spring of 2011.
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A common problem in modern cities is how the parking of cars takes up a signifi-
cant portion of the public spaces. In the city of Lund, Sweden, I proposed a design 
that would be both, a statement against cars in public spaces, and an installation 
that would encourage people to use the space more. Cars would be driven away 
from the square of Mårtenstorget but some of the parking places would be pre-
served. These spots would then be elevated and lowered to form a sculpture-like 
presence on the square. During night-time light would emanate from these struc-
tures to provide a safer atmosphere in the area. Come daytime and the sculptures 
could be used as benches or tables. 

This work represents the final assignment in Lund University’s course “Rum, 
Scenografi och Landskap” (Space, Scenography and Landscape). The course was 
completed in December 2012.  
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